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0onoral DescPlption

The linear sodium lamp incorporates the following essentiaL
feature s .

(l) A discharge tube of specj.al glass and of special
formation with regard to both shape and cross
section, containing metallic sodium and inert gas.

(2\ An elecdrode sealed into each end.
(3) An outer envelope containing the discharge tube, with

the intervening space evacuated to provide the necessary
thermal insulation to maintain the sodium in a fully
vaporised condition.

(41 Means of connection to the supply.

The inert gas filling is for the purpose of initiating the
discharge prior to the vapourisation of the sodium.

As the larnp operates at a low vapour pressure,.there is no
delay in starting, even in the event of the lamp being switched on
while stili warm from previous operation. The brightness of the
lamp under the latter condition will depend upon the arnount the
lamp has cooled since being sw'itched off.

The starting and running of the lamp is unaffected by ambient
ternperature.

The luminous radiation is concentrated at 58904o-589640 atd
the colour may be descríbed as monochromatic yellow.

The entirely new design of this lamp makes best use of the
following features:

(a) a discharge tube shaped to provide a large surface area
with small volume content,

(b) optimum metal temperature,
(c) controlled sodium location,

all of which combine to provide high luminous efficiency and life
maintenanc e .

The advantages of the linear sodium lamp over existing types
may be briefly summarised as follows :

(1) a 25s/o gaín in efficiency f or comparable wattage' ratings
(Z) a more convenient light source shape for many

applications.
(3) robust construction and compact dimensions for storage

and handling.
(4) high lumen output capable of giving higher lighting

intensities with greater economy

General Appl¡cat¡ons

Street Lighting, and the lighting of other large areas where
c olcur di s c rimination i s of no impo rtanc e .
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þ for thermal relay operation
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Initially, the lamp dissipates between 185-190 watts,
increasing to 200 during the first 100-500 hours operation,
whereafter the overall i.ncrease of watts throughout life is of
the order of 5%.
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The time taken for the lamp to reach full light output is of
the order of I 5 minutes .
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oporat¡nÉ Poeition

Horizontal . Maximum permissible deviation * 209

0pemting Gonditions

The lamp should be adequately protected against the possibility
of condensed moisture or rain falling on it during operation.
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Gi¡cuit ¡nd Gontrol Gsan

The 200 watt sodium linear lamp is used in conjunction with
appropriate control gear. For A.C. 50 cps circuits this takes
the form of a high reactance transformer, thermal relay, and
also a capacitor for power factor correction, as shewn in the
circuit diagram.
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+ it is essential that a piece ofinsulating mate¡ial be placed between the relay holder and
the fixing surface,
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